AFRICANOS
COUNTRY ESTATE

LIST

Cap Classique
SIMONSIG KAAPSE VONKEL BRUT **** R 235
Lively and vibrant with flavours of fresh green apples, citrus and hints of red
berry. Taste the stars and have a magical celebration!
PIERRE JOURDAN CUVÉE BELLE ROSÉ **½ R 250
This “beautiful rose” will bring magical flavours of strawberries and cherries to
your meal.

Sparkling Wine
J.C. LE ROUX LE DOMAINE R 140
A bright, green-yellow sparkling wine which has a bubbling muscat aroma
supported by cheerful fruit flavours on the nose. The palate is alive with sweet
tropical fruits in perfect harmony with natural fruit acids supported by an
enjoyable aftertaste.
J.C. LE ROUX LE CHANSON R 140
A lively, ruby-red sparkling wine. It reveals a delightful mÃlange of sweet,
fruity flavours suggesting hints of strawberry and plum. Low in alcohol,
this is truly a sparkling wine to add exuberance to any occasion.
BON COURAGE BLUSH R 115
This pink semi-sweet sparkling wine makes a refreshing alternative to
the norm. It is clean and fruity with a refreshing finish.

Sauvignon Blanc
ANTHONIJ RUPERT PROTEA *** R 105
Crisp passion fruit, lemons and a whiff of white pepper,
crafted on the
Anthonij Rupert Estate.
CAPE POINT VINEYARDS SPLATTERED TOAD *** R 95
Flavours of tropical fruit, limes, grapefruit, freshly cut grass and peppers
dominate the nose, following through to a zesty, lively palate.

ROBERTSON SAUVIGNON BLANC R 85
With a fresh aromatic nose, this is a crisp, dry wine with plenty of zesty
gooseberry and green apple flavours.
LA MOTTE ***½ R 150
One of South Africa’s most popular and reliable Sauvignon Blancs made
from grapes sourced from the best Sauvignon Blanc areas.
SPICE ROUTE **** R 165
Reticent nose of greenery and minerality, with distinct flinty notes and hints
of green tea. The palate is delicate and soft, echoing grassy tones and
grapefruit acidity. Floral notes linger on the finish

SPRINGFIELD LIFE FROM STONE R 260
This Sauvignon Blanc has a brilliant greenish in appearance, this is a
dramatic wine full of ripe red peppers and passion fruit. It will mature to
perfection within one year, into flavours of mineral and flint (gun smoke).

Chardonnay
DIEMERSDAL (UNWOODED) **** R 135
Delicious flavours of apple and sweet melon aromas
with lime, leaving a creamy finish on the taste.
DE WETSHOFF FINESSE R 210
Veritas Gold Medal winner, the King of Chardonnay
brings you a delicious slightly wooded citrus, nutty and
lemony delight.

Chenin Blanc
SIMONSIG *** R 95
An explosion of fresh fruit salad flavours.
MULDERBOSCH STEEN OP HOUT **** R 140
Lightly oaked, off dry, crafted to complement food.
ERNIE ELS BIG EASY WHITE *** R 140
Big Easy Chenin personifies Ernie - Popular, well loved,
fun and engaging, leaping from the glass with a
tropical vibrancy!

White Blends

PIERRE JORDAN TRANQUILLE *** R 115
Low in alcohol, high in appeal and satisfaction!

SARONSBERG PROVENANCE EARTH IN MOTION WHITE R 120
It is a clean, fresh wine with ample body, a succulent fruit core
and generous aftertaste.
HAUTE CABRIÉRE CHARDONNAY / PINOT NOIR ***½ R 185
Chardonnay contributes elegance and Pinot Noir intensity and richness. The
magic of this blend is DANGEROUS! Be DARING and spoil yourself!

Rosè & Semi-Sweet
LEOPARD’S LEAP LOOKOUT SEM-SWEET *½ R 90
100% Pinotage with aromas of pomegranate, raspberry and marshmallow.
CEDERBERG SUSTAINABLE ROSÉ ***½ R 115
Refreshing summer fruit and watermelon transports you to the heights of the
Cederberg Mountains!

DE GRENDEL ROSÉ **½ R 120
Bring summer to your meal with flavours of berries and watermelon!
PAUL CLUVER GEWURTZTRAMINER **** R 190
Off-dry, modern style of Gewurtztraminer. Delicate and clean.
ROBERTSON NATURAL SWEET R 75
Deep coral pink colour, packed with delicious sweet berry flavours.

Cabernet Sauvignon
GUARDIAN PEAK FRONTIER **** R 160
There is a subtle fynbos undertone that backs up the medium to full
mouthful with a lengthy Fruit filled finish

TOKARA **** R 220
Spice up your meal with dark fruit, mocha and exotic spices.
PORQUIPINE RIDGE R 115
An elegant wine that displays dominant blueberry and plum
flavours beautifully enhanced by mocha undertones.

Merlot
GUARDIAN PEAK ***½ R 160
Inviting flavours of plum and red berry fill your mouth. This intense
fruit driven example of a South African Merlot was made for early
enjoyment.
DIEMERSDAL *** R 200
Seduce your palate with flavours of spices, blackberries and mint.
LEOPARD’S LEAP R 115
Seductive dark fruit aromas of rich cherry, blackberries underlined
by whiffs of dark chocolate

Shiraz
CAPE POINT VINEYARDS SPLATTERED TOAD *** R 95
An abundance of red fruit and spice. Go Down Under and enjoy the great Australian Red
Blend. The Estate donates R1 for every bottle sold to the conservation of
“the Western Leopard Toad”.
ANTHONIJ RUPERT PROTEA ***½ R 135
A CAMEO choice to delight your palate and meal.
SIMONSIG MR BORIO **** R 170
Honour Mr Borio, the Italian prisoner of war who built the original wine vats at Simonsig! Enjoy
flavours of red fruit, cinnamon and spices.

P inotage
BEYERSKLOOF R 145
South Africa’s most popular Pinotage from the King of Pinotage,
Beyers Truter! Spicy wood notes with rich plum and berry fruit with
tones of crushed banana and fynbos.
SPICE ROUTE R 225
A burst of ripe plum and raspberry on the nose with sweet spice
and hints of beetroot. Fresh red fruit continue onto the palate
and refined tannins add age-worthy structure to the wine.

Red Blends

LA MOTTE MILLENNIUM **** R 175
Approachable in style and elegant in character, the La Motte Millennium is a Bordeaux-style wine that
offers a harmonious combination of Raspberry flavours, a slight herbaceousnes and English toffee.
DIEMERSDAL MATYS RED **½ R 105
Easy drinking, popular, modern, full of ripe berry flavours, hints of dark chocolate and spicy undertones.

RUPERT AND ROTHSCHILD CLASSIQUE **** R 285
Raspberries, blueberries, roasted pine nuts and dark chocolate. Served and savoured in more
than 50 countries worldwide.
MEERLUST RUBICON ****½ R 600
Cross the Rubicon and experience this iconic benchmark “nectar of the Gods”

Selected House Wine
Africanos Selected House Wine
KEN FORRESTER PETIT CHENIN
KEN FORRESTER PETIT ROSÉ
KEN FORRESTER PETIT CABERNET SAUVIGNON
KEN FORRESTER PETIT SEMI-SWEET
KEN FORRESTER PETIT SAUVIGNON BLANC

Glass

Bottle

R 35
R 35
R 45
R 35
R 35

R 105
R 105
R 105
R 105
R 105

